Useful Information

1- Centre de recherche Inria Rhône-Alpes, Antenne Inria GIANT, Grenoble – How to get there

**Address:**
Centre de recherche Inria Rhône-Alpes 
Antenne Inria GIANT 
Bâtiment 50 C 1er salles 203-206 
Minatec Campus 
3 Parvis Louis Néel, 
38054 Grenoble 
Tel : 04 38 78 16 90

**Building Picture:**

**From the station:**

- **Tram:** Take the tram line B, in the direction of “Oxford”. Leave the tram at “cité internationale” which is the third stop. In front of you, you will see the Minatec complex (see Picture below). Pass via the security guard outside (Security gate for bag checking). Our building is the door “Maison Minatec”, so enter in the 50B building just after the security gate, Go to the first floor (stairs or elevator), Turn right and cross the corridor (150 meters) through a white door, Open the white door, The C203-C206 rooms is on the right.

- **On foot:** walk under the station via the tunnel towards Europol. At the top of the stairs turn right, walk along the road: avenue Doyen Louis Weil until the “Lycée International Europole”. The “Minatec” complex is opposite. The Inria building is in the right after the Security gate for bag checking. So enter in the 50B building just after the security gate, Go to the first floor (stairs or elevator), Turn right and cross the corridor (150 meters) through a white door, Open the white door, The C203-C206 rooms is on the right.